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Mesopelagic fishes are an important component of the world’s oceans in terms

of their abundance, biomass, and ecosystem function. These fishes are important

contributors to the biological carbon pump via their feeding and behaviors,

whereby they facilitate the transfer of carbon from shallow waters to the deep

sea. Several species undertake diel vertical migration, feeding in shallower waters

at night and moving to deeper waters during the day. This process actively

expedites the downward flux of carbon. However, carbon budgets and climate

models require accurate information regarding the depth distributions and

migration patterns of these fishes, and environmental DNA (eDNA) analyses

can provide this information. Here, we utilize eDNA approaches, generating

taxonomically-informative COI and 12S reference barcodes for 80 species of

mesopelagic fishes, which can be used for species-level identification of eDNA

sequences. Using these, along with a publicly available barcodes database, we

compare results from eDNA analysis with traditional net sampling, and explore

the ability of eDNA techniques to detect diel vertical migration in fishes from

samples collected in Northwest Atlantic Slope Water. We found that eDNA and

net samples often resulted in different species identifications, demonstrating that

eDNA can detect species that would otherwise be missed with traditional

methods. In our eDNA samples, we also detected more species (12) in our

shallowest depth category (0 - 100m) from night samples than from day samples

(3). This is consistent with increased diversity in shallowwaters at night due to diel

vertical migration. Based on the variability observed in sample duplicates, we

suggest that future mesopelagic eDNA studies incorporate larger sample

volumes and scaled-up sampling efforts. We also note the potential

applications of eDNA analysis in addressing ecological questions related to

predator-prey relationships identification of foraging hotspots, and carbon flow

through the ocean’s midwaters.
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1 Introduction

Mesopelagic fishes are a critical component of the global

ecosystem in terms of their biomass, abundance and ecological

function. They comprise the majority of the world’s fish biomass,

with estimates ranging from 2-16 billion tons (Proud et al., 2019).

Mesopelagic bristlemouth fishes (family Gonostomatidae) are

thought to be the most abundant vertebrates on the planet

(Nelson, 2006). Many mesopelagic fish actively transport carbon

from the surface to the deep sea through their vertical migration

behaviors, moving up to productive surface waters to feed at night,

and back down to depth during the day (Cavan et al., 2019; Saba

et al., 2021). Non-migrating fish remineralize carbon through their

metabolism (Sarmiento-Lezcano et al., 2022), but they may also

contribute to downward carbon transport by consuming migrating

zooplankton that would otherwise return to surface waters

(Davison et al., 2013). The depth distributions, biomass, and

behaviors of mesopelagic fishes, particularly of those that migrate,

represent important knowledge gaps in our understanding of the

biological carbon pump (Henson et al., 2022).

Ranging from 200 to 1000 m water depth, the mesopelagic

environment is exceptionally vast and challenging to access, and

consequently, it is poorly explored. Environmental DNA (eDNA)

analysis could enable more efficient study of the region’s

biodiversity to provide insights for understanding the biological

carbon pump and to enable sustainable use of mesopelagic

resources (Cavan et al., 2019; Saba et al., 2021). Specifically,

metabarcoding analysis of eDNA samples provides “snapshots” of

the diversity associated with the sampled water (e.g., Easson et al.,

2020; Laroche et al., 2020; Canals et al., 2021; Govindarajan et al.,

2021). Environmental DNA sampling is rapidly being incorporated

into ecosystem monitoring programs (Mirimin et al., 2021; Ray

et al., 2022; Stefanni et al., 2022), and metabarcoding sequence

analysis of eDNA samples will provide important records of how

biological communities are impacted by climate change and other

anthropogenic stressors (Leduc et al., 2019; Lanzén et al., 2021;

Miya, 2022).

Metabarcoding analyses require barcode libraries consisting of

reference barcode sequences originating from specimens that have

been previously identified for taxonomic assignment of the eDNA

sequences (Duhamet et al., 2023). However, reference libraries are

incomplete and may potentially contain sequences from specimens

that have been misidentified (Lindsay et al., 2017; Bucklin et al.,

2021). For fishes, the mitochondrial COI gene has been widely used

for species identification (Bucklin et al., 2011; Bucklin et al., 2021).

As a result of COI barcoding efforts, reference sequences for

common mesopelagic fishes in the North Atlantic are publicly

available (Kenchington et al., 2017). Indeed, in many cases,

reference sequences from multiple specimens and geographic

locations have been obtained, enabling detection of population-

level variation and cryptic speciation (Kenchington et al., 2017;

Christiansen et al., 2018).

With the introduction of high-throughput sequencing and

metabarcoding, shorter barcode markers have become necessary.

In particular for fishes, a short, hypervariable region of the 12S gene
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has become the barcode marker of choice. Miya et al. (2015) greatly

enabled this approach by designing a “universal” primer pair

(MiFish-U-F/R) that amplifies a wide variety of fish species and is

able to resolve taxonomy to the species level in most cases, when

reference sequences are available. However, there are fewer

reference sequences for 12S than for COI (Stoeckle et al., 2021).

Thus, it is critical that 12S reference libraries are developed in order

for eDNA metabarcoding analyses to be useful for understanding

mesopelagic phenomena such as diel vertical migration.

There are relatively few eDNA studies to date that focus on the

mesopelagic environment and address diel vertical migration

(Easson et al., 2020; Canals et al., 2021; Govindarajan et al., 2021;

Feng et al., 2022). Environmental DNA studies have great potential

to improve the detection of migrating fish species, many of whom

may be missed by traditional net tows (Skjoldal et al., 2013) and

cannot be identified from acoustic analyses (e.g., Wiebe et al., 2023).

A recent modeling study evaluating the dispersal and fate of

mesopelagic eDNA found that eDNA remains close to its source

of origin in the vertical dimension, indicating that it should be able

to detect migration patterns (Allan et al., 2021). However, while

eDNA field data demonstrating vertical structure in biological

communities are encouraging, observations are extremely limited

(Easson et al., 2020; Canals et al., 2021; Govindarajan et al., 2021).

The goals of this study are to: 1) enable eDNA metabarcoding

analyses of mesopelagic fish by obtaining new 12S reference barcode

sequences for mesopelagic fish species; 2) assess the ability of eDNA

analysis to detect mesopelagic fish species using both previously

available reference barcodes and our new barcode sequences; and 3)

explore the ability of eDNA analyses to detect the presence of diel

vertical migration. For the first goal, we sequenced and analyzed

mesopelagic fish specimens collected over the course of several

cruises in the North Atlantic Ocean. For the second and third goals,

we analyzed eDNA samples obtained from depths between the

surface and 1000 m during day and night Conductivity

Temperature Depth (CTD) casts on a 2018 cruise in the North

Atlantic Slope Water. These samples were previously sequenced

with the 18S V9 barcode marker, which, while useful for detecting a

broad range of metazoan taxa, may not be suitable for fish

(Govindarajan et al., 2021). Here, we applied 12S metabarcoding

using the MiFish primer set on these samples and incorporated the

new reference barcodes into the taxonomic assignment step. We

compared fish species detected from the eDNA samples with those

from net tows. We then compared fish species detected from eDNA

samples from comparable depth categories during day and night

casts. Lastly, to explore the representativeness of the CTD results,

we compared fish species detected from duplicate samples taken at

four depths during a single CTD cast.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Reference library generation

Reference library generation consisted of collecting fish specimens,

obtaining accurate identifications for those specimens through a
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combination of morphological analysis and COI barcoding, and then

generating 12S barcode sequences. Fish specimens were collected using

trawls and net tows from a series of cruises in the northwest Atlantic

Ocean over the course of several years (Supplementary Table S1). Fish

were identified based on morphological criteria (Carpenter, 2002;

Sutton et al., 2020) and photographed. The photographs were

deposited in Dryad (doi: 10.5061/dryad.cc2fqz6bp). A small amount

of muscle tissue was dissected from each specimen and stored at -80°C

until it was used for DNA extraction.

DNA was extracted using DNEasy Blood and Tissue kits (Qiagen,

Germantown, MD, USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol. The

COI barcode marker was PCR amplified using either the Folmer et al.

(1994) HCO-LCO, or the Ward et al. (2005) Fish F1/R1 or Fish F2/R2

primer sets. Fifty µl PCR reactions were run consisting of 10 µl of

buffer, 5 µl of Mg, and 0.3 µl Taq polymerase (all from the Promega

GoTaq Flex kit), 2 µl of each primer (10 µM), 1-2 µl genomic DNA,

and 23.7-24.7 µl water. The following PCR cycle was used for all primer

sets: 95°C for 3 minutes, 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 48°C for 30

seconds, and 72°C for 1 minute, and 72°C for 5 minutes. PCR products

were visualized on a 1% agarose gel under UV light using GelRed

(Biotium, Hayward, CA, USA). Successful amplifications were purified

using the Qiaquick PCR Purification kits (Qiagen, Germantown, MD,

USA) and quantified with a Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Purified products

were sent to Eurofins Genomics (eurofins.com) for sequencing in

both directions.

Sequence chromatograms were analyzed and consensus

sequences generated using the Geneious version 9.0.5 (Biomatters,

Inc) software platform. DNA sequences were blasted against the

GenBank database for comparison with publicly available

sequences. Matches with 98% identity or greater for at least 90%

of the read length were considered species-level identifications (e.g.,

Kenchington et al., 2017; Teramura et al., 2022). Barcode

identifications were compared with morphological identifications.

In all cases, they either provided the same species-level

identification, or they provided species-level identification to

specimens identified to only the genus or family level.

For unique species that were identified, we additionally obtained

the 12S barcode sequence. This sequence was amplified in 50 µl PCR

reactions (with same reagents and concentrations as for the COI PCRs)

using the MiFish-U-F/R primer set (Miya et al., 2015) with the

following thermal cycler conditions: 95°C for 3 minutes, 35 cycles of

95°C for 20 seconds, 47°C for 20 seconds, and 72°C for 20 seconds, and

72°C for 5 minutes. Successful amplifications were purified, quantified,

sequenced, and compared with Genbank in the same way as the COI

barcodes. All COI and 12S sequences were deposited on GenBank

(Supplementary Table S1). The specimen-voucher ID provided in the

GenBank metadata can be used to cross-reference the sequences with

the photographic archive in Dryad.
2.2 eDNA and MOCNESS sample collection
and genomic DNA extraction

This study uses eDNA and 1-m2 MOCNESS samples that were

previously analyzed with the 18S V9 barcode marker (Govindarajan
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et al., 2021), and detailed sample collection and DNA extraction

methods are provided there. To summarize, samples were collected

from our study area during a cruise on the NOAA Ship Henry B

Bigelow during the summer of 2018. The study area was located in

the slope water off the shelf break south of the island of Martha’s

Vineyard, Massachusetts (Figure 1). Environmental DNA samples

were collected from eight 5-liter Niskin bottles mounted on a

Seabird 911 plus CTD rosette. Casts were conducted during either

day or night, avoiding migrations. Dawn and dusk migration were

observed on a shipboard Simrad EK60 echosounder and occurred

approximately between 1800 – 2100 (dusk) and 0400 - 0700 (dawn)

local time. There were two night casts, collecting a single sample at

each of 8 depths; two day casts, collecting a single sample at each of

8 depths, and one day cast collecting duplicate samples at each of

four depths (Supplementary Table S2). Overlapping temperature

and salinity profiles indicated that these casts, and the MOCNESS

tow, all of which were closely spaced, were from the same water

mass (Govindarajan et al., 2021). Sample bottles were triggered at

depths based on acoustic backscatter detected by the EK60

echosounder and so were not consistent between casts. Once on

board, the seawater samples were filtered on to 0.2 µm PES Sterivex

filters using peristaltic pumps, and immediately stored at -80°C.

Filtration blanks using sterile water were generated with each cast,

and rigorous precautions were taken to avoid contamination.

Genomic DNA was extracted using DNEasy extraction kits

(Qiagen) as described in Govindarajan et al. (2021).

For the MOCNESS sampling, a depth-stratified tow (8 nets

sampling discrete depth bins of 0-24 m, 24-50 m, 50-100 m, 100-

200 m, 200-400 m, 400-600m 600-800 m, and 800-1000 m) was

conducted during the night. The contents of each net were split into

four equal portions using a Folsom plankton splitter, one of which

was preserved in ethanol for metabarcoding analysis. Upon return

to the laboratory, the samples were run through 1000 mm sieve and

homogenized using a homogenizer with a 10 mm sawtooth probe

(Benchmark Scientific). Genomic DNA from the homogenates was

extracted using DNEasy extraction kits (Qiagen) as described in

Govindarajan et al. (2021).
2.3 12S amplicon library preparation
and sequencing

Aliquots of genomic DNA from the eDNA samples and

the >1000 m MOCNESS samples were sent to the University of

Connecticut Center for Genome Innovation for amplicon library

preparation and sequencing. A 2-step PCR protocol adapted from

Pitz et al. (2020) was used to amplify the 12S barcode marker region.

The first PCR utilized a custom fusion design using the MiFish

primers as the target-specific region (Miya et al., 2015) and

Illumina-compatible Fluidigm adaptors CS1 and CS2 to add on

sequence necessary for sequencing. Each PCR reaction consisted of

2.5 µl template, 12.5 µl NEB Phusion High Fidelity PCR Master

Mix, 1 µl forward primer (1 µM), 1 µl reverse primer (1 µM), and 8

µl molecular grade water. The PCR followed a touchdown protocol

that consisted of 95°C for 15 minutes, 13 cycles of 94°C 30s, 69.5°C

30s, 72°C 90s (with the annealing temperature decreasing by 1.5°C
frontiersin.org
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for each cycle), 25 cycles of 94°C 30°Cs, 50°C 30s, 72°C 45s, and

72°C for 10 minutes. Duplicate PCRs for each sample were run and

pooled after initial amplification. Amplicons from the pooled PCRs

were visualized with the Agilent 4200 TapeStation electrophoresis

system using the High Sensitivity DNA D1000 assay (Agilent

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Expected – sized amplicons were

selected using the Pippin Prep HT gel cassette (2% Agarose,

PippinHT, 100-600 bp). The second PCR incorporated index

primers that targeted the CS1/CS2 Fluidigm adapters from the

primary PCR products. PCR reactions consisted of 5 µl size-selected

and purified PCR product, 25 µl NEB Phusion High Fidelity PCR

Master Mix, 15 µl molecular grade water, and 5 µl of a unique dual

index 10bp barcode (IDT for Illumina Nextera DNA UD barcode

plate). The PCR cycle conditions were 95°C for 3 minutes, 12 cycles

of 95°C 15s, 60°C 30s, 72°C 60s; and 72°C for 3 minutes. Amplicon

libraries were purified using AMPure XP Beads (Agencourt) and

assessed with an Agilent 4200 TapeStation electrophoresis system

(High Sensitivity DNA D1000 assay). Libraries were quantified

using a Qubit 3.0 fluorometer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA),

normalized, pooled, and denatured according to the Illumina MiSeq

sample preparation guide. 20–30% PhiX (Illumina, San Diego, CA)

was added to the amplicons, which were run on the Illumina MiSeq

using the 500 cycle v2 reagent kit (250 bp paired-end). The field

negative control samples and the PCR blank were also sequenced.

These did not contain detectable amounts of DNA so equimolar
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
pooling was not possible; therefore, the maximum volume that was

used for the samples was used for library preparation.
2.4 Analysis

Metabarcoding sequence data was processed using Quantitative

Insights Into Microbial Ecology 2 (QIIME2) version 2020.11

(Bolyen et al., 2019), following the general approach described in

(Govindarajan et al., 2021; Govindarajan et al., 2022). After

examining sequence quality plots, sequence primers and read-

through (sequence data extending beyond the reverse primer at

the far ends of the forward and reverse amplicons) were trimmed

using the Cutadapt QIIME2 plugin (Martin, 2011). Sequences were

quality filtered, truncated to 150 base pairs in length, denoised, and

merged to create amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) using DADA2

(Callahan et al., 2016) within the QIIME2 platform. After this initial

quality control, samples contained 172,325 ± 83,257 reads. Our

expected amplicon size was ~170 base pairs (Miya et al., 2015), and

so sequences less than 150 bp and greater than 190 bp were

eliminated from the dataset. Amplicon sequence variants (ASVs)

present in any of the control samples were also removed (these

came to 198,513 reads belonging to 11 ASVs, or 2.15% of the

dataset). Rare ASVs, defined as having a summed frequency of <100

were also removed.
FIGURE 1

Map of study site. Black circles indicate locations of night CTD casts and gray circles indicate loctions of day CTD casts. The green triangle and red
square indicate the starting and ending locations of the MOCNESS tow, respectively. Contour lines connect area of equal depth (m).
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Three hundred and ninety-five ASVs remained at this stage, and

these were classified with GenBank using batch Blast searches

within the Geneious software platform followed by manual

curation of the results. Blast searches are the most common

approach for identifying fish eDNA reads (Xing et al., 2022) and

manual curation reduces errors associated with GenBank

misidentifications (Claver et al., 2023; although note this

approach may not be feasible for larger datasets). Amplicon

sequence variants that were identified as non-fish or did not have

a match with at least 90% query coverage were excluded from

subsequent analyses, except for a small number of ASVs that

matched marine mammals which were kept, for a total of 170

remaining ASVs. Fish and mammal ASVs were identified to species

if they had a ≥ 98% identity with at least 90% coverage with the

reference sequence If multiple Genbank species met this criterion,

the ASV was identified to the highest common level (e.g., if the ASV

matched two different species belonging to the same genus, the ASV

was only identified to genus). Fish ASVs were also compared to our

new 12S sequences using the Blast function in Geneious and the

same criteria for species identification. These results were integrated

with the GenBank results to produce final ASV taxonomic

assignments. Ninety-eight percent identity is commonly set as the

threshold for species-level identification with ASVs generated by

the MiFish primers (Dıáz et al., 2020; Andres et al., 2023; He

et al., 2023).

The final annotated dataset was analyzed using R (R Studio

Team, 2020; R Core Team, 2021). Sequence data were categorized

by sampling method (CTD or MOCNESS) and the two day CTD

profiles and the two night CTD profiles were combined and further

categorized into depth categories (0 – 100 m, 100-200 m, 200-400

m, and 400-800 m). Temperature and salinity data from this cruise

showed that all samples were collected from the same water mass

(Govindarajan et al., 2021). There were the same number of samples

in the day and night casts in each depth category, so we compared

fish diversity (number of species and relative read abundances)

between day and night for each depth category (but not among

depth categories). We also compared fish diversity from the night

casts to the diversity in the MOCNESS samples (sequences were

combined into corresponding depth categories), which were also

collected at night. In our fifth cast (cast 10), we assessed the

consistency of duplicate samples taken at 4 depths ranging from

375 - 800 m). To provide context for all of our results, identified fish

species were further assessed to determine which are associated with

mesopelagic depths and vertical migration behavior based on

species information provided in Fishbase (https://www.fishbase.se).
3 Results

3.1 DNA barcoding

We present COI and 12S barcode sequences from 80 specimens,

each representing a unique species of mesopelagic fish and

comprising 30 families (Supplementary Table S1). Thirty-five of

the COI sequences originate from Quigley et al., 2023, and 44 are

newly presented here. We were unable to obtain a COI sequence for
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
Nesserohamphus ingolfianus. For the 44 newly presented sequences,

in all cases, the COI barcoding returned 99%-100% matches from

our GenBank Blast searches that were consistent with our

morphological identifications (Supplementary Table S3) and

confirmed taxonomic assignments. However, in nine of our

searches, we found close (99-100%) matches with other species, in

addition to those with the expected species name annotation.

Because intraspecific differences are typically 99-100% in the COI

marker in fishes and interspecific distances much larger (Ward

et al., 2009; Kenchington et al., 2017), and because our specimens

were also identified morphologically, these results indicate probable

misidentifications on GenBank. In four of our searches, we found

additional matches with the same species name but with lesser

percent ident i ty , sugges t ing e i ther crypt i c l ineages

or misidentifications.

For each of our 80 fish species, we also obtained 12S barcode

sequences. The GenBank Blast search results for this dataset were

variable (Supplementary Table S3). Eighteen species did not have

close matches and our sequences appear to be the first 12S record on

GenBank for these species. Seven species had close matches to other

species that are likely misidentified. Fifty-two species had close

(>98%) matches on Genbank to sequences with the expected species

identifications, although eight of these also produced close matches

to other species as well. Two species had lesser matches (94.6% and

97%) to sequences with their same identifications; one of these also

had a 97% match to a different species. One species (Physiculus

fulvus) had an identical (100%) match to a sequence with the same

identification, but with a low query cover (77.65%). One species

(Scopelogadus mizolepis) had a 100% match to a closely related

species (S. beanii).
3.2 Metabarcode taxonomic assignment

Of the 395 ASVs remaining after our sequence processing and

quality control steps, a total of 114 ASVs were identified to species

from GenBank, and another 56 ASVs were considered as

unidentified vertebrates (i.e. , fish or marine mammal)

(Supplementary Table S4). When these ASVs were searched

against our new sequence library, 114 ASVs yielded the same

identifications (69 ASVs representing 21 species, and the

remaining ASVs “unidentified”); 37 ASVs representing 24 species

were able to be identified by species from GenBank only, and 11

ASVs representing four species were identified from our new

sequence library only, for a total of 49 species. The identification

of five ASVs, identified as Scopelogadus beanii on GenBank was

qualified to Scopelogadus sp., based on a > 98% identity with S.

mizolepis from our reference library. Three ASVs representing one

species yielded conflicting identifications. These were identified and

Nemichthys curvirostris on GenBank and N. scolopaceus with our

sequence library. The discrepancy between our reference sequence

and GenBank was noted in our Blast search results (Supplementary

Table S3), and we considered N. scolopaceus to be the correct

identification based on our morphological analysis and COI

barcode from our reference specimen. Four of the species

identified from GenBank were marine mammals (Tursiops
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truncatus, Ziphius cavirostris, Stenella sp., and Mesoplodon miris).

Thirty-five out of the 45 fish species that we identified are associated

with mesopelagic depths, and 22 of these are reported on Fishbase

to engage in vertical migration behavior (Supplementary Table S5).

Fishbase also reported that one species identified from the

MOCNESS, Ostorhinchus apogonoides, is a tropical reef fish and

so is unlikely to be in our study area and its identification may

be erroneous.
3.3 Results from MOCNESS samples

After the sequence quality control steps, there were 1,206,750

sequence reads in the MOCNESS dataset, with 150,844 ± 74,219

reads per sample (Supplementary Table S6). Twenty-three fish

species and several unidentified ASVs were identified (Figure 2;

Supplementary Figure S1). Most of the identified species are

associated with mesopelagic environments (Supplementary Table

S5). All nets except for 50 – 100 m contained unidentified sequence

reads (Figure 2; Table 1). In terms of relative read abundance, the

surface net (0-24 m) was dominated byDiogenichthys atlanticus, the

longfin lanternfish, which is a vertically migrating mesopelagic

species typically found between 0 and 100 m at night (which is

when the MOCNESS sampling conducted), and Bothias robins, the

two-spot flounder, which is generally found at depths 0-100 m

(Supplementary Table S5). Sequence reads from Benthosema

glaciale, the Glacier lanternfish, dominated the 24 – 50 m net and

comprised about half of the reads in the 50 – 100 m net. Benthosema

glaciale is also a vertically migrating fish typically found in the top

200 m at night (Supplementary Table S5). Sequence reads identified

as Arctozenus risso, the spotted barracudina which is not reported
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50 – 100 m and 100 – 200 m nets. Sequence reads from Cyclothone

pallida, the non-migratory tan bristlemouth, and Stomias boa, the

migratory Boa dragonfish, were also prominent in the 50 – 100 m

net. In addition to Arctozenus risso, the 100 m net also contained

Astronesthes niger (Barbed dragonfish, migratory), the

bristlemouths Cyclothone microdon, Cyclothone pseudopallida and

Cyclothone braueri (all non-migratory), Hygophum benoiti

(Benoit’s lanternfish; migratory), Scopeloberyx opisthopterus

(bigscale; non-migratory), and Sternoptyx diaphana (diaphanous

hatchetfish, non-migratory). The 200 – 400 m contained sequence

reads from Argyropelecus hemigymnus (the half-naked hatchetfish,

most abundant; migratory), Benthosema suborbitale (smallfin

lanternfish, migratory), and Cyclothone microdon. The 400 -

600m contained sequence reads primarily from Cyclothone

microdon and Hygophum benoiti , but also Cyclothone

pseudopallida. The 600 – 800 m net was dominated by Cyclothone

microdon reads, and the 800 – 1000 m net contained sequence reads

from Boreogadus saida, Cyclothone microdon, Hygophum benoiti,

Lobiancha dolfeini, and Scopelogadus sp.

Hippoglossina oblonga, the American four-spot flounder, and

Merluccias bilinearis can be found in waters deeper than 200 m but

are classified as demersal. Boreogadus saida, Arctic cod, can occur

throughout the epipelagic and mesopelagic zones but are often

classified as cryopelagic (occurring near sea ice). All of the rest (18

identified species) are mesopelagic or bathypelagic, and many (7

species) are known vertical migrators (Supplementary Table S5;

Figure 2). Several of these “deep sea” species were detected

exclusively or primarily in samples from >200 m. Three species

were found primarily in deeper waters, with a small number of

reads from the shallowest net.
FIGURE 2

Relative read abundances of fish species detected in the MOCNESS. See Supplementary Figure 1 for depth categories that correspond with eDNA
depth categories. *indicates species associated with a mesopelagic habitat; **indicates mesopelagic species thought to undertake DVM.
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3.4 Results from CTD water samples

There were 6,037,388 sequence reads after the quality control

steps in the CTD dataset, with 150,933 ± 88,097 reads per sample

(Supplementary Table S6). This includes five samples which had

zero reads and one sample that had only two reads. Altogether,

there were a total of 32 identified species and several unidentified

reads in the CTD dataset (Figures 3, 4). As with the MOCNESS
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mesopelagic (26 out of 32), and of these, 15 species are known

vertical migrators (Supplementary Table S5; Figure 3).

The combined two day vertical profiles (casts 5 and 7) and two

night vertical profiles (casts 6 and 9) each had four samples in the 0-

100 m category, one sample in the 101 - 200 m category, two

samples in the 201-400 m category, and 9 samples in the 401 - 800

m category. Thus, sample sizes between depth categories were
TABLE 1 Comparison of species from corresponding depth categories in A) day and night CTD samples, and B) night CTD and MOCNESS samples.

A.

Depth
category (m)

# species unique to
CTD-day

# species unique to
CTD-night

# species
shared

CTD - day
unidentified ASVs

CTD - night
unidentified ASVs

0-100 2 11 1 yes yes

100-200 3 3 0 no no

200-400 6 2 0 yes yes

400-800 5 5 9 yes yes

B.

Depth
category (m)

# species unique to
CTD-day

# species unique to
CTD-night

# species
shared

CTD - day
unidentified ASVs

CTD - night
unidentified ASVs

0-100 9 11 3 yes yes

100-200 1 6 2 no yes

200-400 2 4 0 yes yes

400-800 13 3 1 yes yes
Species composition and relative abundances are found in Figure 3; Supplementary Figure S1 for the CTD and MOCNESS datasets, respectively. Samples collected from 801-1000 m depth
by the MOCNESS are not included, as the CTD samples do not include this depth interval. The last two columns indicate the presence or absence of unidentified ASVs (not included in the
species counts).
FIGURE 3

Relative read abundances of fish species detected in night (casts 6 and 9) and day (casts 5 and 7) eDNA samples. Four mammal species were also
detected (not shown). *indicates species associated with a mesopolagic habitat; **indicates mesopelagic species thought to undertake DVM.
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unequal, so day - night diversity comparisons were made within

depth categories only (Table 1). Notably, many more species were

found in the night 0-100 m category than in the day 0-100 m

category (13 species vs 4 species).

Species that were prominent in terms of their relative

abundance and presence in multiple samples include Notoscopelus

resplendens (prominent from 0-200 m in the day and night

samples), Hygophum hygomii (0-100 m in the day samples),

Benthosema glaciale (400-800 m in the day samples), and Sigmops

elongatus (in several day and night sample categories). Species that

are not typically mesopelagic (Supplementary Table S5) that were

found include Morone saxatalis (striped bass), detected in the 200-

400 m depth category at night and the bullet tuna (Auxis rochei),

detected in the 400-800 m depth category also at night. Overall,

there was very little overlap in species composition between the

night CTD samples and the MOCNESS samples (also taken at

night; (Figure 3; Supplementary Figure S1; Table 1). The non-

migrating bristlemouth Cyclothone microdon, however, was found

in deeper depth categories in the day CTD, night CTD, and

MOCNESS sample sets (Figures 2, 3). In addition to fishes, four

marine mammals, which prey on fish and zooplankton, were

detected at various depths (Mesoplodon mirus , Stenella

longirostris, Tursiops truncatus, and Ziphius cavirostris; Table 2).

As expected, no marine mammals were detected in the CTD

duplicate or MOCNESS sample sets.

Species composition in the duplicate samples from four depths

ranging from 375 to 800 m taken during Cast 10 was highly

variable, with generally little overlap between the duplicates

(Figure 4). Prominent species were Sigmops elongatus (found in
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all of which were also found in the day and night CTD sample sets.
4 Discussion

4.1 DNA barcoding and reference library

Our DNA barcoding provided several new insights and

resources for the barcoding community. We provided new 12S

sequences for 80 mesopelagic fish species which will further

improve taxonomic accuracy of eDNA studies in this ocean

region. Many of our sequences will be first records on GenBank

for those species. Even for species where other 12S sequences are

available, our sequences will help shed light on intraspecific
TABLE 2 Marine mammals detected in the CTD dataset.

Species Common
name

Sample Time of
day

Mesoplodon mirus True’s beaked whale Cast 9,
220 m

night

Stenella
longirostris

Spinner dolphin Cast 9,
600 m

night

Tursiops truncatus Bottlenose dolphin Cast 5,
370 m

day

Ziphius cavirostris Cuvier’s beaked
whale

Cast 9, 50
m

night
FIGURE 4

Relative read abundances in duplicate eDNA samples (cast 10). Cast was taken during the daytime. Colors represent same species as in Figure 3.
*indicates species associated with a mesopelagic habitat; **indicates mesopelagic species thought to undertake DVM.
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variation and expand the geographic representation for this marker

on GenBank. Our COI barcodes provided validation for our species

identification and will also add to knowledge on intraspecific

variation and geographic differentiation, which can facilitate the

discovery of cryptic species (Kenchington et al., 2017; Teramura

et al., 2022).

Importantly, because we barcoded both the COI and 12S

markers from the same specimens, we were able to detect species

identification discrepancies on GenBank. While our COI barcoding

was consistent with our morphological identifications in all cases,

we discovered several GenBank records from species that appear to

be misidentified. We suggest that the identifications for these are

erroneous based both on the discrepancy with our morphological

identifications, which were made by individuals with expertise in

fish taxonomy based on published meristic characters and

dichotomous keys (Carpenter, 2002; Sutton et al., 2020) and the

fact that the vast majority of GenBank records matching our

sequences in these cases were identified consistently with our

specimens. Moving forward, new approaches such as genome

skimming (Hoban et al., 2022) that can sequence several markers

from multiple species simultaneously, may be a valuable approach

fo r improv ing bo th e ffi c i en cy and con s i s t en cy in

generating barcodes.
4.2 eDNA and MOCNESS comparison

Consistent with other water column studies (Govindarajan

et al., 2021; Merten et al., 2021), the combined MOCNESS and

eDNA datasets revealed more taxa than either method individually.

Both approaches detected several fish species that the other

approach did not, and the eDNA dataset included signals from

large fish (bullet tuna) and marine mammals, which would not be

sampled by the MOCNESS. The presence of unique species in each

dataset can be explained by several factors, but the overarching issue

is that the two approaches are fundamentally sampling different

entities. The MOCNESS targets organisms that are in the sampled

area at the time of sampling, while the eDNA signal represents

particles, which may have originated elsewhere or from animals that

were present at an earlier time. Also, the volume of water sampled is

vastly larger with the MOCNESS (Govindarajan et al., 2021) and the

sampling is integrated over time and space – potentially obscuring

smaller-scale patchiness and temporal changes, unlike small volume

Niskin bottle sampling, which represents a point source

(Govindarajan et al., 2023) and signatures of many taxa in the

local area may fall outside that volume. Furthermore, MOCNESS

sampling may miss species that can avoid net capture (Potter and

Lough, 1987; Skjoldal et al., 2013). Given these differences in the

nature of sampling, the detection of unique taxa with each method

is expected and neither approach is “better” or “worse” than the

other. Rather, each approach contributes independent insights that

can add to the overall understanding of the ecosystem

(Govindarajan et al., 2023). Additionally, our observation that

there was little overlap in the CTD and MOCNESS samples in

the species detected suggests that reliance on a single approach

undoubtedly underestimates biodiversity.
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making sampling approach comparisons is the ability to obtain

multiple, replicated samples over small spatiotemporal scales, which

is limited by logistical and resource constraints associated with deep

sea research. With Niskin bottle sampling, there is a tradeoff

between depth resolution and replication, due to the limited

number of bottles. Our CTD rosette accommodated 8 Niskin

bottles, and with this resource we conducted 4 CTD sampling

casts that sampled without replication at 8 depths, and one CTD

sampling cast that sampled duplicates at 4 depths. Other CTD

rosettes may have up to 24 bottles (e.g., Laroche et al., 2020), but

this is still inadequate for highly resolved, replicated surveys. In the

future, autonomous samplers and sampling platforms – including

autonomous or uncrewed vehicles that are independent of ships -

could enable more rigorous and resolved experimental designs

(Truelove et al., 2022; Govindarajan et al., 2023; Preston

et al., 2023).
4.3 Detecting diel vertical migration
with eDNA

In typical diel vertical migration patterns, some mesopelagic

species migrate to shallow waters to feed during the night, while

spending day hours at depth. Our finding of greater mesopelagic

species richness in the 0-100 m depth bins during the night is

strongly indicative of that pattern. Similarly, Canals et al. (2021)

found evidence of mesopelagic fish vertical migration in a 12S

metabarcode analysis of eDNA. Easson et al. (2020) also found

evidence of DVM from eDNA metabarcoding data for a variety of

animal taxa. However, they did not detect a substantial fish signal in

their data, possibly due to their use of a broadly-amplifying 18S

barcode marker (“V4”), which is not fish-specific. Govindarajan

et al. (2021), also using a broadly-amplifying 18S marker (“V9”) on

the same sample set analyzed in this work, did not detect DVM or a

significant fish signal. The different findings of this study and

Canals et al. (2021) compared to Easson et al. (2020) and

Govindarajan et al. (2021) are likely due to the choice of barcode

marker. Based on these results, we suggest that future eDNA studies

focused on fish DVM use a fish-specific marker such as 12S.

The process of DVM has significant implications for the

biological pump by expediting the movement of carbon from the

surface to the deep sea. A better understanding of this process,

including the species-specific distribution patterns of migrators as

well as variations on migration behaviors and migrations beyond

mesopelagic depths (van Haren, 2007; van Haren and Compton,

2013; Kaartvedt et al., 2020), is essential for understanding

biogeochemical cycling and perturbations that may occur with

climate change (Henson et al., 2022). Environmental DNA

analysis has great potential to efficiently enable this research.

Observed eDNA signals are the product of several physiological

and environmental factors, including eDNA shedding, transport

and dispersal, and decay processes (Govindarajan et al., 2023). In

the mesopelagic zone, the movement of vertical migrators relative to

eDNA shedding and decay processes could potentially make it

difficult to understand whether eDNA signals originate from the
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sampling location or elsewhere in the water column. In a modeling

study that accounted for the movement of migrators as well as

eDNA shedding and decay in typical temperate ocean conditions,

Allan et al. (2021) found that eDNA signals remain close to their

point of origin (on the scale of 20 meters) in the vertical dimension,

indicating that eDNA can be useful to elucidate vertical distribution

and migration. The results presented here and elsewhere (Easson

et al., 2020; Canals et al., 2021) support this finding.
4.4 Predator detection and inferring
trophic relationships

Environmental DNA analyses can provide valuable ecological

insights beyond species detection (D’Alessandro and Mariani, 2021;

Merten et al., 2021) and has applications in food web ecology. In

addition to detecting the presence of mesopelagic fish species, our

results identified signals from pelagic fish and marine mammals

that are potentially preying on these species. In particular, the tuna

and three out of the four marine mammal species that were detected

were all from Cast 9. All of these predator species are known to feed

on mesopelagic fishes to some extent, as well as cephalopods and

crustaceans (Santos et al., 2001; Benoit-Bird and Au, 2003;

Mostarda et al., 2007; Hernandez-Milian et al., 2017). While these

eDNA signatures originated from different depths, the

concentration of signals from this cast suggests that this

particular cast location was a foraging hotspot. For example,

foraging hotspots may form inside mesoscale eddies (Braun et al.,

2019; Della Penna and Gaube, 2020) and be associated with other

oceanographic features such as seamounts (Romagosa et al., 2020).

While these features were outside the scope of this study, future

research could incorporate eDNA analyses into studies involving

fish tag and satellite data, to test hypotheses on the prey fields

associated with mesoscale oceanographic features and

predator presence.

A caveat to our observations is that in some cases, the eDNA

signal was found at depths deeper than what the species is known to

inhabit - specifically, the bullet tuna Auxis rochei is typically found

in epipelagic waters (Sabatés and Recasens, 2001), but the eDNA

signature was found at 775 m. We also observed eDNA from the

spinner dolphin Stenella longirsotris at 600 m, although these

dolphins take advantage of the evening migration to feed on

mesopelagic prey in shallower water (Benoit-Bird and Au, 2003).

These observations suggest that at least some of the eDNA

signatures originate from shallower water sources, or that these

species forage deeper than expected. However, this caveat is still

consistent with the possibility that a foraging hotspot in shallower

water exists at this location.

Other studies have used eDNA metabarcode analyses in

combination with other methods to infer deep sea and oceanic

trophic relationships. Visser et al. (2021) combined marine

mammal predator biologging with eDNA analysis of potential

cephalopod prey and found that while the predators occupied

distinct niches, their distributions were unexpectedly controlled

by factors other than cephalopod community composition. In

another approach, Satterthwaite et al. (2023) combined eDNA
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occurrence network that revealed both potential larval fish

predators and prey. D’Allesandro and Mariani (2021) combined

eDNA metabarcoding datasets and species inventory data from the

literature and generated consumer-resource interaction matrices to

identify trophic linkages. Integrating eDNA analyses with other

data types, particularly acoustic approaches that can identify

migrating layers and tagging methods to characterize predator

behaviors, has great potential to elucidate mesopelagic food webs.
4.5 eDNA origin

As noted above, there were some detections of species at depth

ranges where we would not expect them to occur (e.g., we found non-

migratoryCyclothone species in the 100m depth category; the demersal

American four-spot flounder in the midwater; and the shallow water

tuna at depth). It is possible that the source of these eDNA signals

originated from larvae or eggs, whichmay be found at shallower depths

than the adults (Sabatés and Masó, 1990). Environmental DNA

analyses cannot distinguish the form of the eDNA signal (e.g.,

sloughed cells, gametes, fecal pellets) or the ontogenetic stage of the

source individuals. Therefore, other types of sampling and sensing data,

such as net tows and video that can provide complementary

organismal data, will continue to be important as eDNA analyses

become integrated into ocean observing workflows.
4.6 Sampling effort

Weobserved significant variability in our dataset between duplicate

Niskin bottle samples taken at the same depth and time. This is very

likely a consequence of small sample volumes, which may fail to

capture the full biodiversity present at the sampling location

(McClenaghan et al., 2020; Govindarajan et al., 2022). Indeed, some

of our samples did not contain any fish reads at all. Our samples were

obtained from filtering ~5 liters of water each, which was the volume

captured by the Niskin bottles. While this volume is more than the liter

or less samples often used in coastal or freshwater studies, it is

miniscule relative to the scale of the midwater environment.

Autonomous sampling from AUVs with in situ filtration and large-

area filters that can capture very large volumes (several 10’s of liters or

more per sample; (Govindarajan et al., 2015; Govindarajan et al., 2022)

are a promising approach for maximizing species detection in the

future. That said, despite the small volumes sampled, the overall

number of species detected was comparable to the MOCNESS

dataset, which sampled animals over several orders of magnitude

greater volume (Govindarajan et al., 2021). This observation

highlights the power of eDNA to more efficiently detect taxa

compared to conventional methods, in terms of sampling effort.

Stochasticity associated with the PCR process may be another

contributing factor to the observed variability between our duplicate

samples (Shirazi et al., 2021). To minimize this, we ran duplicate PCRs

for each sample (that were subsequently pooled), but additional

replication (e.g., PCR triplicates, Cananzi et al., 2022) could

potentially improve consistency.
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5 Conclusions and future directions

We present new 12S barcode sequences for 80 unique

mesopelagic species that were identified using an integrative

taxonomic approach that included morphological assessment and

COI barcode analysis. These sequences will facilitate future

metabarcoding efforts from mesopelagic eDNA samples. By

sequencing both the COI and 12S sequences from the same

specimens, we discovered likely identification errors from

sequences on GenBank, and also provided a pathway to link 12S-

based identifications to potential cryptic lineages identified by COI.

We applied our library in combination with sequences from

GenBank to identify species from our MOCNESS and eDNA 12S

metabarcoding datasets. We found that each approach detected

species that the other did not, consistent with expectations based on

the different natures of the two approaches. Intriguingly, the eDNA

results also included the detection of tuna and mammal species

which would not be caught in net sampling. We suggest that eDNA

and net tow approaches are complementary and that using both

approaches can bring a more complete understanding of the

ecosystem. To identify evidence of DVM, we compared eDNA

samples taken during the day and night. We found that night

mesopelagic fish diversity was greater than day diversity in the

shallowest depth bins, consistent with the typical DVM pattern.

Future research should focus on continued reference sequence

generation to improve the accuracy and completeness of reference

databases. We note that many ASVs in our MOCNESS and eDNA

samples were not able to be identified. Additionally, our results

show the potential for eDNA to address ecological questions

relating to diel vertical migration and food web interactions. We

expect that future studies (especially those with expanded sampling,

integration with different sensing approaches, and inclusive of a

broad range of animal groups) will provide exciting new insights

into these phenomena, contributing to a greater understanding of

the biological carbon pump, and climate change impacts.
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